This week as a team we have come together twice. On meetings we prepared new tasks for each member to complete by the demo date. Also we have finished some features roughly. These are tag relationship, register page, rating, solr.

Next week we are going to finish all features at all. Demonstrate start point of wap, finishing question pinnig and making user interface better.

Ruslan Abdulla

This week I have almost finished topics related to register page and rating experts except that pretty user interface. Now I am starting doing it. If I finish this by deadline I’ll help my friends.

M. Arif Üğurel

I have continued on with the issue in wich system accepts multiple users. Besides on the other hand I am thinking of how to implement question pinning. Meanwhile I am preparing to start wap coding.

Serdar Saygılı

Since I cant catch up my team members in coding. I do not much write a code. However I tried be in participation when discussing algorithms and found valuable materials to be used in wap.

Buğra Hasbek

This week I finished a new feature. From now on experts can add new tags for themselves in chat window. If the tag is in our tag database, it will be added to experts' tags. Otherwise expert will be informed that, the tag can't be added unless it is registered to tag database.